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My Blood Sugar Logbook Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The most useful and handy diabetes log book for people of all ages!Our diabetes tracker is designed
to help you easily track your sugar levels throughout the day and before going to bed. Columns
include before and after tracking for breakfast, lunch, snacks, dinner, and bedtime, insulina doses,
daily activities. There's also additional space for notes for each day.Features:Breakfast (before &
after)LunchSnackDinner (before & after)Bedtime (before & after)Notes area for each dayPremium
cover designPerfectly Sized at 6" x 9"100 PagesCheck the inside to see full details of the
pages+other JFPublishing products on Amazon.
Glucose Monitoring Log Book Independently Published
This handy blood sugar log taking book can be an invaluable tool for any type 1 or type 2 diabetic. It
is essential to see how the body responds to certain foods, medications or administered insulin.
Handy column for jotting down quick notes means that you can reference oﬀ values to certain
triggers as well. 150 pages at 6x9" with each page able to contain a full one week log.
My Blood Sugar Logbook: Diabetic Blood Sugar Log Book and Glucose Tracker for Monitoring Blood
Glucose at a Glance Independently Published
1781. An investigation into a gruesome murder on the Deptford Docks leads to a dark secret that
could change the very core of British society . . .
Diabetic Log Book John Wiley & Sons
Blood Sugar Diary It is included enough extra space pages for recording blood sugar for 3 years for
people with diabetes to control diet and weight loss. It is very easy for you and your doctor to see
your diabetes number Monitor your blood sugar 4 times a day. The following areas are included:
Weekdays Monday - Sunday: - Breakfast (before / after) - Lunch (before / after) - Dinner (before /
after) - Bedtime (before) With daily pages for recording your blood sugar for optimum health and
weight loss. Daily log pages for recording blood sugar 162 pages with log pages for 3 years. Size 6x9
inches portable
Blood Glucose 3 Year Record Book: Diabetes Blood Sugar and Insulin Logbook Independently
Published
The straight facts on treating diabetes successfully With diabetes now considered pandemic
throughout the world, there have been enormous advances in the ﬁeld. Now signiﬁcantly revised
and updated, this new edition of Diabetes For Dummies includes the latest information on diabetes
medications and monitoring equipment, new ﬁndings about treating diabetes in the young and
elderly, new ways to diagnose and treat long- and short-term complications, updated nutritional
guidelines, new tools for measuring blood sugar and delivering insulin to the body, and much more.

There's no question that the burden of diabetes is increasing globally: it's estimated that 387 million
people worldwide are living with diabetes, and that staggering number is expected to increase an
additional 205 million+ by 2035. If you or a loved one is part of this overwhelming statistic, you can
take comfort in the sensitive and authoritative information provided in this hands-on guide. From
monitoring and maintaining your glucose to understanding the importance of exercising and eating
right—and everything in between—Diabetes For Dummies takes the guesswork out of living with
diabetes and empowers you to take control and keep your life on a healthy track. Reduce your risk
of diabetes complications Discover the latest and the tried-and-true options for monitoring blood
sugar Get up to speed on the various diabetes medications and lifestyle strategies Improve diabetes
control and overall health If you're one of the millions of diabetics or pre-diabetics in search of an
accessible and up-to-date resource to help you manage this disease, Diabetes For Dummies is the
trusted guide you'll turn to again and again.
Blood Sugar Record Book Glucose Journal
This small, portable, hand held, diabetic book is easy to document your blood sugar readings for
yourself, your physician or your Registered Dietitians. Size is 6 x 9 Inch. You can carry this log book
in your purse car or wherever you go. This Diabetic Journal includes space to document: * Blood
Sugar/Glucose Readings * Meals/Snacks * Insulin Dose * Grams of Carbs * Activity * 100 Weeks *1
Week on every page *Undated Calendar *You can check your blood sugar readings before all meals
Get your Diabetic Journal now! See our Author's page for other books, planners and journals we have
created by clicking the Author Name under the title of this book or by clicking on this link:
www.amazon.com/author/angelduran
The Low Blood Sugar Handbook Franklin Pub
Get this log book now to keep a track of your blood sugar levels before and after each meal, every
day. Use the Look Inside Feature on Amazon, or mobile app users can see the back cover image for
a preview of what to expect inside! This tracker is better and simpler to use compared to other ones,
the recordings that you write in aren't so squashed up on small pages, and it will be a joy rather
than a pain to ﬁll in before and after each meal. Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner & Snacks are catered for.
Space for blood sugar readings BEFORE & AFTER each of the 4 meals. Space to rank how you are
feeling in each week, out of a score of 10. 7 x 10 Inch Large Size. You won't have to squeeze in tiny
writing as you do with other tracker journals. 53 Weeks, lasting you for over a year! And at a
fantastic price! Get it now. Exclusive front cover design by MJ22Health & Dispatched fast by
Amazon. Click 'MJ22Health Publications' to see our other (some beautiful, some hilarious) diabetes
log tracker journals.
D Little, Brown
It’s projected that in 50 years, one American in three will be diabetic. Many today are well on their
way to becoming a sad statistic in the war on obesity, high blood sugar, and the related
diseases—including diabetes—that can result from a diet that’s seriously out of whack. In his
previous bestselling book, Overcoming Runaway Blood Sugar, Dennis Pollock shared his personal
experience with this deadly epidemic—including his success at lowering his runaway blood sugar to
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acceptable levels. Now Dennis oﬀers readers the next step in the battle: 60 practical ways to
manage their blood sugar without resorting to a bland unsatisfying diet of turnips and tuna ﬁsh. In
this step by step, change by change plan, readers will learn how to: reduce their intake of carbs
exercise more eﬀectively shed excess weight A must-have book for readers serious about regaining
their health while also lowering their weight and increasing their energy.
The 6-Week Blood Sugar Diet Independently Published
Blood Sugar Log Book, Glucose Monitoring Log Book, Diabetic Record Book. Featuring daily pages for
recording Before And After Blood Sugar Readings. this logbook is an invaluable tool that can help
you manage your blood sugar for optimal health. Blood Sugar Record Book Record Daily Monday To
Sunday Blood Sugar Readings For 52 Weeks Book Details Portable Size 6 x 9 inches 108 Pages
Includes Before And After Blood Sugar Readings Sections For Breakfast Lunch Dinner Snacks
Bedtime Plus Additional Blank line entry for more Readings Includes Section for recording Daily
Notes Made in the USA. This would make a great gift for your friends and family.
Blood Sugar Tracker for Diabetics Independently Published
With this Diabetes Log Book / Blood Sugar Monitoring Book you can record daily your blood sugar
rate.We also create a special area to sum up your every week's results!Look inside to check out our
perfect and useful design!Light and small( 6x9 inch), you can use it every day and it is small enough
to take it with you wherever you go!
You Make My Blood Sugar Go Low: Glucose Monitoring Log Pan
Diabetic glucose monitor Record Your Daily Monday to Sunday Blood Sugar Readings More Than 100
Week Portable Size 6inches x 9inches /119 Pages Includes Before And After Blood Sugar Readings
Sections For Breakfast Lunch Dinner Snacks Bedtime Includes Section for recording Daily Notes
blood sugar log, diabetes log book, blood sugar journal, Blood Sugar Diary, diabetes journal log
book, glucose journal, blood sugar glucose meter, blood sugar monitor, blood sugar record book
Stick Book Blood Sugar & Blood Pressure Short Books
Dr. Hyman's bestselling The Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day Detox Diet oﬀers readers a step-by-step
guide for losing weight and reversing disease. Now Dr. Hyman shares more than 150 delicious
recipes so you can continue on your path to good health. With easy-to-prepare, delicious recipes for
every meal - including breakfast smoothies, lunches like Waldorf Salad with Smoked Paprika, and
Grass-Fed Beef Bolognese for dinner - you can achieve fast and sustained weight loss by activating
your natural ability to burn fat, reducing insulin levels and inﬂammation, reprogramming your
metabolism, shutting oﬀ your fat-storing genes, creating eﬀortless appetite control, and soothing
stress. Your health is a life-long journey. The Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day Detox Diet Cookbook
helps make that journey both do-able and delicious.
Blood Sugar Independently Published
Why do we have an ice ﬁshing pole on the wrap around cover? We don't think most people want a
blood pressures/sugar journal laying around their house that looks all "medical". We thought it would
be nice to have something that looks interesting and fun. Record your blood pressure & Blood Sugar
at home and log them in this handy easy to read log book. Take it to your doctor on your next visit
so that he/she can easily diagnose your condition and monitor your progress. Help to record what
your blood pressure and Blood Sugar is at that moment. Provide additional support for anyone
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diagnosed with high blood pressure and diabetes. Everyday use for individuals starting high blood
pressure and diabetes treatment to keep track. 6 inches by 9 inches. Includes space for daily notes.
A simple blood pressure and blood sugar log book to keep track of your blood pressure and sugar
level over a full year. Small enough to bring with you to your doctors appointments. Plenty of space
to make notes for any symptoms, issues, or questions you need to address with your Doctor. 52
week color record book with an quotes for each week. See more journals at
Amazon.com/author/justinjournals
Blood Sugar Record Book Independently Published
After author Dennis Pollock experienced a serious diabetic episode, his desire to understand the
whys of blood sugar ﬂuctuation, its potential damage to the body, and the ways of prevention led
him on a quest for answers. Now Pollock helps others achieve optimum health as they explore: what
people should know about the blood sugar delivery system reasons to change our lifestyles and why
faith is a great motivator a diet and exercise program that works Good health comes when good
information is followed by action. This book is for everyone who is eager to trade fatigue, weight
gain, and illness brought on by blood sugar level changes for a life of optimum health.
Blood Sugar Canto Independently Published
Diabetes is a very bad disease around the world. We can't totally get ride oﬀ from diabetes. All we
can do is track them and control them in the standard limit. We also know that without tracking in a
physical book it will not be that important to us. So use the Diabetes LogBook. Diabetes Log Book
Features: 2 YEAR's DIABETES LOG BOOK. EVERY MONTH REVIEW. 6"�9" Softcover log book Journal.
Dated weekly logbook. 109 Page Weekly log for 2 Years. Vision boards to help you achieve your
goals Perfect size to easily ﬁt in your purse or backpack. Made by Amazon. Cream paper journal.
Blood Sugar Diary Independently Published
Why do we have a butterﬂy on a ﬂower on the wrap around cover? We don't think most people want
a blood pressures/sugar journal laying around their house that looks all "medical". We thought it
would be nice to have something that looks interesting and fun. Record your blood pressure & Blood
Sugar at home and log them in this handy easy to read log book. Take it to your doctor on your next
visit so that he/she can easily diagnose your condition and monitor your progress. Help to record
what your blood pressure and Blood Sugar is at that moment. Provide additional support for anyone
diagnosed with high blood pressure and diabetes. Everyday use for individuals starting high blood
pressure and diabetes treatment to keep track. 6 inches by 9 inches. Includes space for daily notes.
A simple blood pressure and blood sugar log book to keep track of your blood pressure and sugar
level over a full year. Small enough to bring with you to your doctors appointments. Plenty of space
to make notes for any symptoms, issues, or questions you need to address with your Doctor. 52
week color record book with an quotes for each week. See more journals at
Amazon.com/author/justinjournals
The Blood Sugar Solution 10-Day Detox Diet Independently Published
Blood Sugar is a very bad disease around the world. We can totally get ride oﬀ of blood Sugar by
tracking them. We also know that without tracking in a physical book it will not be that important to
us. So use the Blood Sugar LogBook. Blood Sugar Log Book Features: 2 Year's Blood Sugar Log Book.
Every Month Review Journal. 6"�9" Softcover log book Journal. Dated weekly logbook. 109 Page
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Weekly log for 2 Years. Vision boards to help you achieve your goals Perfect size to easily ﬁt in your
purse or backpack. Made by Amazon. Cream paper journal.
Blood Sugar Log Book Little, Brown
Note your daily blood sugar readings with this journal and rate your weekly overall feeling. Light and
small, so easy to carry with you! Use the extra space for notes, meals, carbs, fat, etc. Record your
levels from Monday till Sunday for up to 53 weeks. Click on "look inside" to get familiar with the
interior: ⦁ Breakfast (before and after) ⦁ Lunch (before and after) ⦁ Dinner (before and after) ⦁
Bedtime (before and after)
Check Sugar Level Harvest House Pub
Use the Look Inside feature (Amazon Website Users), see the back cover image (mobile app users)
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to get a feel for the beautiful interior of this Glucose Log Book With this Invaluable Logbook you can
track your daily blood sugar readings and rate your weekly overall feeling. Featuring daily pages for
recording Before And After Blood Sugar Readings. Use the extra space for notes, meals, carbs, fat,
etc. This logbook is an invaluable tool that can help you manage your blood sugar for optimal health.
Record Daily Monday To Sunday Blood Sugar Readings For more than 52 Weeks Feature : Portable
Size 6 x 9 inches Paper Color : Cream (Eye Care Paper) 120 Pages Breakfast (Time)Before &
(Time)After Lunch (Time)Before & (Time)After Dinner (Time)Before & (Time)After Bed (Time)Before
& (Time)After In a useful Format 6 x 9 inches is very easy and small, so you can carry it with you!
Exclusively Designed By Icarus Books & Shipped Fast By Amazon Click on The Author Page Link And
Choose From Dozens Of Notebooks For Each Occasion Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click
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